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Abstract—Simulating social and cognitive agent abilities is a
very important aspect of agent-based computing. Multi-Agent
Based Social Simulations (MABSS) could benefit from incor-
porating cognitive behaviours. A hybrid simulating approach,
considering social and cognitive abilities, provides a more realistic
basis for modelling agents and their social interactions. But,
how social and cognitive behaviours could be supported simul-
taneously in MABSS? Is it always advantageous using cognitive
capabilities into social simulations? This paper offers a set of
general considerations about how cognitive capabilities could be
integrated into social multi-agent simulations. It points out the
most relevant cognitive requirements of social simulations of a
great amount of real scenarios where some agents could carry
out cognitive processing while others (a great majority) behave in
reactive way. The suitability of several alternatives for integrating
social and cognitive capabilities of agents are discussed. The
paper also offers several efficiency related arguments and rec-
ommendations for using one of the three considered approaches.

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTI-AGENT Based Social Simulations (MABSS) is

a paradigm devoted to use agents as the modeling

metaphor to simulate autonomous entities in a social world

composed by a number of independent and interacting enti-

ties [1]. Such models try to reproduce real environments and

situations of interest within such environments. Generally, in

these environments, some agents could carry out cognitive

processing while others (a great majority) behave in a reactive

way [2], [3], [4], [5]. Both types of agents do not have the

same requirements. For instance, the cognitive agents do not

perform cognitive processing in every moments. In front of

cognitive agents, each reactive one could modify its own state

in every step of the simulation.

In addition, all cognitive agents do not have the same

requirements in all type of scenarios. For instance, sometimes

several reasoning or explaining process are needed (e.g liv-

ing labs [5] and large complex smart grids through broker

agents [6]). In other scenarios, like Ubik [3] or Cardinea [4],

several planning capabilities are exhibited by agents in order to

plan the escaping out the building or to organize the schedule

of an employee, respectively.

In Cardinea [4], there are several agents representing su-

pervisors and assistants in a hospital. Only supervisors could

carry out cognitive processing while the assistants (a great

majority of them) behave in a reactive way. Sometimes,

when a given assistant reaches the limit of contamination, his

supervisor needs to carry out some deliberative processing

in order to decide what the assistant must to do. In this

case, an agent architecture could be required to perceive

the knowledge related to the assistant and to reason about

that. Communicative requirements of this scenario are very

simple: supervisors only need to inform to other supervisors,

in some (not all) steps, the actions that assistants must to

do.

Other scenarios, such as the smart grids through broker

agents [6], could require support for more complex dialogs. In

these scenarios, agents interact in order to discover, to evaluate

and to learn market strategies aiming to earn profits while

maintaining the markets balance of supply and demand.

On the other hand, several platforms for MABSS are

available for exploring the behaviour of agents. All of these

tools incorporate a set of functional capabilities to simulate

multiple interactions between several agents, to collect data

about the performance of the agents, a set of interfaces

for developing, setting up the parameters, monitoring and

controlling the simulations, etc. However, the way in which

the agent’s requirements are satisfied may be different.

Some of these platforms, the social ones, are oriented

to simulate simple reactive agents, with low communicative

requirements (e.g. Mason [7], NetLogo [1], Ascape [8] ), while

others, the cognitive ones, are focused to support complex

cognitive agents’s behaviours (e.g. Soar [9], ACT-R [10],

4CAPS [11], CLARION [12]). Others offer hybrids solutions

to support social and cognitive agents abilities in the same

tool [13], [14], [15].

All platforms are not equally useful for each scenario.

Generally, the social platforms are fast, simple and easy

to learn, and they not require new programming abilities.

However, incorporating cognitive capabilities in the simulated

agents could be not easy. Moreover, the cognitive platforms

provide cognitive capabilities to social agents in a suitable

way but they are not able to simulate swarm systems.

Each one separately could not be able to perform cognitive

processing in wide simulations, as Cardinea requires. Hence,

a hybrid approach could be very useful. The quantitative

analysis of the performance of a hybrid approach (while the

suitability of this approach to medium-demand scenario is

evaluated) could help to offer qualitative valuations about the
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suitability of the social, cognitive and hybrid tools for other

(low- or high-demand) scenarios.

Hence, it would be interesting to offer recommendations

for use, taking into account the suitability of each MABSS

platform.

The main contributions of this paper are related with (1)

the identification of several cognitive requirements in social

simulations where some agents show cognitive behaviours and

a great majority of them behaves in a reactive way, (2) the

quantitative evaluation of the suitability of a MABSS hybrid

tool to simulate agents with social and cognitive abilities,

and, (3) the proposal of several recommendations for use of

a particular MABSS for a specific scenario whose cognitive

and/or social requirements have been previously identified.

Possibly, the last one is the most valuable and generally

applicable outcome of this paper for the research community

in the MABSS domain.

The rest of the paper is structured as follow: section II

identifies the most relevant requirements of social and cog-

nitive agents in MABSS. Several simulating platforms of

different types (social, cognitive and hybrid) are referenced

in section III. An empirical evaluation about the suitability

of two hybrid approaches is offered in section IV. Based

on that, several recommendations for using each MABSS

platform according to the social and cognitive requirements are

presented in section V. Finally, section VI outlines conclusions

and some ideas for future work.

II. REQUIREMENTS OF MABSS

Actually, there are several MABSS platforms used to simu-

late social and cognitive agent behaviours into a wide variety

of scenarios (e.g. MASON [7], RePast [16], NetLogo [1],

SeSAm [17]). Agents simulated in these scenarios could be

demand very different functionalities to the MABSS platforms.

However, several common requirements are highlighted. The

most relevant ones are listed in the table I.

III. PLATFORMS FOR MABSS

Three kinds of MABSS platforms could be identified taking

into account their capabilities for representing and exploring

social and cognitive agent behaviours: (1) social, (2) cognitive,

and (3) hybrid ones. In the following, the most relevant

platforms of each kind of platforms and their suitability, in

order to satisfy the MABSS requirements identified in the

section II, are also related.

A. Social platforms

Nowadays, most used MABSS platforms offer easy to

use interfaces so that scientists can develop simulations even

without considering cognitive abilities of the agents [18]. This

kind of tools is very useful when simulated agents need to

satisfy the requirements 1, 2, 7 and 9 (listed in table I).

Some of them also report additional advantages for agent

simulation. For instance, in MASON the simulation can be

replicated using the same random seed. Several comparative

analyses between MABSS technologies are given [19], [20].

In all of them, MASON stands out from a set of several social

MABSS technologies such as SWARM 1, RePast, Ascape,

NetLogo, SeSAm. This way, MASON is a suitable platform to

guarantee the requirements related to the social agents abilities

and interesting for experimentation.

B. Cognitive platforms

All social platforms referenced above are based on the

concept of a very simple agent, totally reactive, with very low

cognitive abilities. However, in a great amount of systems,

attempting to reproduce intelligent human behaviours, the

simulated agents show autonomy, proactivity, adaptability, rea-

soning, planning capabilities, and so on. This is accomplished

by the so called cognitive architectures. Such systems manage

decision making, memory, communication, learning, among

others [9], [10], [11], [12].

They are both conceptually heavy models and intensive

CPU consuming approaches. This last fact makes them un-

feasible for social simulations with a high number of agents

in the society. However, they are very useful when simulated

agents need to satisfy the requirements 3, 4, 5 and 6 (listed in

table I).

Soar, ACT-R, 4CAPS, CLARION highlight from the rest of

cognitive architectures in order to provide cognitive capabil-

ities to some agents in social simulations. Most of them use

their own language to specify the knowledge of the agent or

require big programming or technology familiarization efforts.

For instance, several influential cognitive architectures, such

as ACT-R, Soar, CLARION and 4CAPS, have computational

implementations as interpreters of a special coding language.

C. Hybrid platforms

Several approaches such as Jason [21], 3APL [22] or

CoJack [23] are intended for simulating a society of BDI

agents. These BDI-based technologies are hybrid approaches

located between the reactive social simulation platforms and

the cognitive architectures. BDI architecture provides several

interesting cognitive capabilities to social agents. Their con-

ceptual complexity is lower than the offered by cognitive

architectures, but it is generally still an intensive CPU consum-

ing technology, according to the main requirements of social

simulations, where a great number of social entities must be

simulated.

These tools consider the integration of deliberative agents in

social simulations, incorporating complex models for knowl-

edge representation and processing. They perform complex

reasoning processes, offer advanced capabilities for commu-

nication and coordination, planning, among others. However,

sometimes, they could not offer the best solutions if the

capabilities to replicate the simulations, the time of execution,

the learning curve, the use of specific languages, among others,

are taken into account.

Jason is a Java-based hybrid platform which core lies an

interpreter for an extended version of AgentSpeak [24], one

1http://www.swarm.org
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TABLE I
MOST COMMON REQUIREMENTS OF THE MABSS PLATFORMS.

For exploring social abilities:

1) Support for swarm simulations The great majority of simulated scenarios are characterized by the presence of a high number of agents.
2) Managing the location of the agent Several scenarios represent bi- and tri-dimensional worlds where the location of each agent is relevant.

For exploring cognitive abilities:

3) Using standard agent architectures The use of a well-known agent architecture, such as the BDI, could be required in several simulations
considering deliberative agents.

4) Support for reasoning, planning, explain-
ing

If any agent architecture is used to model the agents, tools for performing cognitive processing might be
required.

5) Support for communication between
agents

Generally, complex tasks resulting from the coordination between several agents could be carried out.

6) Support for selecting when cognitive
agents perform cognitive processing

Widely, cognitive agents do not perform cognitive tasks in all steps of the simulation.

Interesting for experimentation:

7) Capabilities to replicate the same simu-
lation

Frequently, replication of the simulations could be required.

8) Support for choose the type of agent
requirements into simulation

All of the agents do not have the same requirements. Simulations should distinguish between cognitive and
social agent’s abilities.

9) Easy to use interfaces for developing,
setting up the parameters, monitoring and
controlling the simulations.

Suitable interfaces for coding, running and inspecting the behaviour of the simulated agents are very useful.

Performance and productivity related:

10) Low CPU time consuming The MABSS platforms need to be as efficient as possible, in order to simulate a great number of agents.
11) Learning curve Generally, programmer skills are greater in general-purpose languages (such as Java) than in specific ones

(such as a BDI language).
12) Programming and maintenance costs Developing and maintenance the code of agents are more easy using a specific-purpose language than a

general-purpose one.
14) Alignment with agent developing
methodologies

Programming the behaviours of agents could be more easy if a formal methodologies is used to model the
system.

of the best known languages based on the BDI architecture.

However, Jason is not able to simulate a high number of

agents that several scenarios require. Jason, similar to the

cognitive architectures mentioned above, assumes that (1) all

entities perform cognitive activities, and (2) these activities

are carried out every time. In several scenarios, only a few

number of agents needs to perform cognitive behaviours, and

these behaviours are not exhibited in each timestep of the

simulations.

The execution time in several hybrid platforms, like in

the cognitive ones, is very high. It is basically devoted to

perform cognitive processing instead of simulation controlling

and data collecting. They could not be feasible for several

swarm simulations, more even if a few number of cognitive

ones are simulated.

This way, several hybrid proposals, combining swarming

and BDI agents are made [13], [14], [15]. The approach of-

fered in [15] is based on the addition of cognitive capabilities,

supported by Jason (a BDI-based platform), to some agents in

the social simulations carried out in MASON (a social plat-

form). Hence, it takes the most advantageous characteristics of

each platform. It tries to improve the CPU time consuming,

since cognitive processing is only carried out when (a few

number of) cognitive agents need it. Several alternatives are

proposed to combine MASON and Jason processing:

1) The simulation is controlled by MASON, where Jason

environment is executed like any other MASON agent.

2) The simulation is controlled by Jason, where MASON

environment is executed after all Jason agents.

3) The simulation is controlled by MASON, without using

Jason environment. All agents are MASON agents and

only those with cognitive capabilities use functionalities

of the BDI interpreter and, possibly, others supplied by

a customized agent architecture.

However, from the point of view of implementation, the

alternative number 1 is not feasible because neither Jason

nor MASON offer the necessary programming interfaces to

achieve that.

The two interesting alternatives (2 and 3) guarantee the

same agent’s requirements for exploring social abilities (re-

quirements 1 and 2 listed in table I) and interesting for

experimentation (requirements 7 and 9 listed in table I) since

MASON is used in them. On the other hand, we suppose that

all simulations demand the same requirements of the last group

related to efficiency and productivity (requirements from 10 to

14 listed in table I). Hence, the performance of the two hybrid

alternatives 2 and 3 and their suitability to simulate agents

with social and cognitive abilities are evaluated taking into

account several scenarios where agents have different cognitive

requirements.

IV. SUITABILITY OF TWO HYBRID APPROACHES

This section offers evidences about the performance of the

hybrid approaches 2 and 3 (presented above) for integrating

MASON and Jason. Experimental evaluations commented here

are focused on the study of the scalability of each approach
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considering a particular scenario presented in section IV-A.

Three types of experiments are carried out. They are presented

in the following sections:

Section IV-B: comparison between alternatives 2 and 3, in

order to clarify which is the most suitable alternative to support

a high number of agents where a few of them need cognitive

capabilities, and non-sophisticated communication scheme.

Section IV-C: study about the performance of the alternative

2, varying the number of social and reactive agents, in order

to analyze the evolution of the total simulation time and its

relationship with the time performing cognitive processes and

the time that message interchanging consumes.

Section IV-D: study of the performance of the alternative

3, varying the number of social and reactive agents, in order

to analyze the evolution of the total simulation time and its

relationship with the time performing cognitive processes.

A. Running scenario

The evaluation takes place in a particular illustrative sce-

nario taking into account the cognitive requirements listed in

table I. For that, three typical scenarios are defined. Table II

shows the requirements of each typical scenario, considering

the characteristics of the three real ones (Urban Traffic [2],

Cardinea, smart grids through broker [6]).

A priori, we suppose the following:

• Cognitive agents in the typical scenario A demand very

simple cognitive and communicative requirements.

• Agents in the typical scenario B need to be modelled

using an agent architecture in order to improve the high-

demand cognitive abilities. On the other hand, we expect

that the medium-demand communicative requirements

are satisfied in a very efficient way, since the Jason’s

communication model is used.

• The high frequency of the cognitive processing and the

high complexity of the communicative acts in the typical

scenario C (not a simple notifications like in Cardinea)

could produce a significant overload of the simulation.

Hence, evidences presented below are obtained over the

illustrative typical scenario B, summarizing the main charac-

teristics of Cardinea, where:

1) There are a high number of agents, only few of them

need of cognitive abilities.

2) Cognitive agents do not perform cognitive behaviours in

all steps of the simulation.

3) Communicative requirements are relatively simple. Ba-

sically, dialogues between agents are only based on

requesting and notification messages.

4) Additionally, a specific and easy to use model is needed

to code the cognitive agent abilities. (This way, encod-

ing and maintenance of agents’ knowledge should be

simple.)

The evidences are obtained from several simulations, taking

into account several numbers of reactive agents (denoted by

n) and different numbers of cognitive ones (denoted by nl).

The values of these parameters are set up according to the

real requirements of Cardinea. The simulations were repeated

10 times and results averaged after that. The experiments are

carried out on a dedicated machine, with GNU/Linux, four

Intel(R) Xeon(R) X3230 1.66GHz processors, and 8Gb of

memory.

B. Which is the most suitable alternative?

In [15] evidences about preliminary performance evalua-

tions of the two hybrid approaches 2 and 3 (presented above)

are collected. These evidences suggest that:

• Considering the alternative 2, the simulation of n=2500

reactive agents computes very high times (160,32 min-

utes). There was not possible to obtain evidences for

n=15000 reactive agents (usual number of social agents

in several real scenarios like Cardinea), because the

memory of JVM was not enough.

• For the same number of reactive agents, the total time of

the simulation using alternative 2 are around 100 times

the ones produced by alternative 3. Management of the

reasoning process, the message interchanging and the un-

derlying agents platform produce a significant overload.

• The total simulation time dedicated to these processes in-

cludes (1) reasoning time (consumed by BDI interpreter),

(2) time dedicated to interchange messages between cog-

nitive agents (using the underlying agent platform), (3)

time dedicated to manage the life-cycle of the agents,

basically.

Using the alternative 2, the major part (more than 99%)

of the time is consumed by cognitive processing, the

message interchanging and/or the life-cycle management.

The difference between simulation times of the two al-

ternatives represents the cost of providing communicative

functionalities, since the complexity of the agents is the

same for the two alternatives.

• Jason not only consumes more time than MASON to

control the simulation, but a lot of time is dedicated to

cognitive processing. A significant part of the time could

be consumed by (1) the time that agents use to reasoning

and (2) the time that underlying agent platform imposes

to Jason in order to provide managing and communicative

functionalities.

However, a deep evaluation about the performance of two

alternatives is required. The first discussion is based on the

number of reasoning processes. The figure 1 and the table III

compare the two alternatives taking into account the total num-

ber of cognitive processes in the simulation and the number

of cognitive processes per each timestep, respectively. (Values

obtained by using alternative 2 is around 3 times the values

obtained by using alternative 3.) They show how the time of

the simulation could be reduced by the use of the alternative 3,

considering that not all of cognitive agents perform cognitive

processes. (Not all of supervisors reason in each timestep, they

only perform deliberative and communicative processes when

some assistant reaches the limit of contamination.)
On the other hand, the use of alternative 2 causes all

cognitive agents perform cognitive processes in each timestep.
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TABLE II
COGNITIVE REQUIREMENTS FOR THREE TYPE OF SCENARIOS WHERE SOCIAL AND COGNITIVE AGENTS ARE SIMULATED.

Cognitive requirements Typical scenario A Typical scenario B Typical scenario C
(e.g. Urban Traffic) (e.g. Cardinea) (e.g. Smart Brokers)

3) Is an agent architecture required? No Yes, could be BDI Yes, could be BDI
4) Reasoning, planning, explaining requirements Low High High
5) Coordination and communications requirements Low Medium High
6) Frequency of performing complex processing by cognitive agents Low Low High
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Fig. 1. Total number of cognitive processes carried out during simulation,
considering n reactive agents and nl = 8 cognitive ones.

TABLE III
NUMBER OF COGNITIVE PROCESSES, PER EACH SIMULATION TIMESTEP,

CONSIDERING n REACTIVE AGENTS AND nl = 8 COGNITIVE ONES.

Number of reactive agents n=500 n=1000 n=1500 n=2000 n=2500

Alternative 2 8 8 8 8 8
Alternative 3 2,63 2,73 2,53 2,76 2,69

(The reasoning cycle of each supervisor is activated in each

timestep.)

Other significant characteristic of this type of scenario is that

the number of communicative acts grow when the number of

reactive agents grows too. It is interesting to determine how

much time is dedicated to provide communicative functional-

ities when the number of reactive agents is increased.

The alternative 2 provides communication between agents

without any programming efforts, using an underlying agents

platform. But, using this alternative the total simulation time

is greater than total simulation time of the alternative 3 and

the major part (more than 99%) of the time is consumed by

cognitive processing, the message interchanging or the life-

cycle management (according to the results offered by [15]).

The figure 2 shows that the message interchanging only

consumes a few part of this time. For nl=8 cognitive agents,

the time dedicated to the message interchanging is around

the 10-12% of the time devoted to reasoning, the message

interchanging and the life-cycle managing.

In terms of simulation capabilities, the main difference

between alternatives 2 and 3 is the ability of the alternative 2

to provide communicative and coordinative mechanisms based

on some underlying agent platform. But, using the alternative

2, the excessive consumption of time is not given by time
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Fig. 2. Time dedicated to performing cognitive processes (including reason-
ing, message interchanging and life-cycle management) and time dedicated to
messages interchanging, for the alternatives 2, considering n reactive agents
and nl=8 cognitive ones.

devoted to the message interchanging. This time is only 10-

12% of the time devoted by Jason to manage the simulation

and the life-cycle of the agents.

C. Evaluation of alternative 2

The second set of experiments studies how simulation time

is consumed in the alternative 2. Times related to the reasoning

processes and the message interchanging are measured. The

relationships between them are presented in order to determine

why this alternative is not suitable to simulate a great amount

of reactive agents. (It was not possible to obtain evidences for

n=15000 reactive agents, because the memory of JVM was

not enough [15].)
Figure 3 shows the time performing cognitive processes

(including reasoning, message interchanging and life-cycle

management) and the time dedicated to the message in-

terchanging, for the alternatives 2, for several numbers of

cognitive agents nl=2,3,...10 and two number of reactive ones

n=500,2500.

For the two numbers of reactive agents, n=500 and n=2500,

the time performing cognitive processes increases slightly

when the number of cognitive ones increases slightly (from

nl=2 to nl=10). The increasing trend is the same for both

cases, but in different scales.

Although the time dedicated to the message interchanging

increases slightly when the number of cognitive agents in-

creases slightly (from nl=2 to nl=10), it represents a small

portion of the time dedicated to perform cognitive processes

(see figure 3). Time dedicated to the message interchanging are

kept below 15% of the time performing cognitive processes,
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the time performing cognitive processes
(including reasoning, message interchanging and life-cycle management) and
time dedicated to the message interchanging, for the alternatives 2, considering
nl cognitive agents and (a) n=500 and (b) n=2500 reactive ones.

for all numbers of cognitive agents. The relationship between

these two times does not seem to depend on the numbers

of cognitive agents. The time dedicated to the message inter-

changing represents a small portion of the time performing

cognitive processes, for all considered numbers of cognitive

agents (nl=2, .., 10). Most of the cognitive processing time is

spent on other mechanisms like life- and reasoning-cycle, or

any other functionalities or services of the underlying agent

platform or the Jason simulation framework. Elucidation about

how the time is spent for these mechanisms is out of the scope

of this work, and maybe it is only possible if several new

breakpoints are considered in Jason simulations.

The time dedicated to the message interchanging increases

slightly because the number of interchanged messages in-

creases too. The figure 4 suggests a lineal relation between the

number of messages and the number of reactive agents. Also,

it shows how the time of the message interchanging varies with

the same trend that the number of interchanged messages, for

both numbers of reactive agents (n=500 and n=2500). That is

because messages are interchanged with the same speed across

the system using the message transporting functionalities of

the underlying agents platform, independently of the number

of reactive and cognitive agents. It means that delay in

simulation time it is not produced by limitations in the message

transporting system of agent platform and the way that the

Jason provides communicative functionalities.
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Fig. 4. Total number of messages, interchanged during simulation of the
alternatives 2, considering nl cognitive agents , and two numbers of reactive
ones n=500, 2500.

D. Evaluation of alternative 3

Evidences presented in [15] and in section IV-B of this paper

demonstrate how alternative 3 is a suitable way to simulate

several hundreds (from n=500 to n=2500) of reactive social

agents with some of them (nl=8) carry out cognitive processes.

The behaviours of the cognitive agents, simulated in these

experiments, are obtained by a very simple BDI code. Even so,

the approach presented by alternative 2 is not able to simulate

several thousands of reactive agents.

Evidences offered here try to answer two questions:

1) Is the alternative 3 able to simulate numbers of social

agents greater than n=2500?

2) Is the alternative 3 able to simulate numbers of cognitive

agents different that nl=8?

Figure 5 shows the total simulation time and the time per-

forming cognitive processes, for different numbers of agents.

Both, the number of reactive agents and the number of cog-

nitive ones are assigned according to the most usual numbers

of agents in Ubik or Cardinea scenarios. The experiments

consider the most usual values and some greatest ones, in

order to explore the scalability of the approach.

Hence, figure 5.a shows the evolution of the total simulation

time and the time performing cognitive processes, for different

numbers of reactive agents n=2500,5000,...30000, considering

nl=8 cognitive agents. On the other hand, figure 5.b offers

evidences for several numbers of cognitive agents nl=2,3,...20,

considering a high number of reactive agents n=15000.

On the other hand, this experiment also analyses the number

of cognitive process carried out by the two alternatives when

the number of agents (both reactive and cognitive) grows.

Figure 6 compares the numbers of cognitive processes, for

different amounts of agents. The data series of the alternative 2

do not represent values obtained from simulation because this

alternative is not able to simulate several hundreds of reactive

agents in a finite and short time. The values are estimated

using the number of the timesteps when the assistants are

kept out the contamination. The final timesteps are the same

for the two alternatives and for a particular number of agents.

The number of cognitive processes, that alternative 2 should
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be carried out, can be estimated because, in each timestep,

this alternative performs as many cognitive processes as the

number of cognitive agents are simulated.

Figure 6.a compares the number of cognitive processes, for

different numbers of reactive agents n=2500,5000,...30000,

considering nl=8 cognitive agents. Figure 6.b shows evidences

for several numbers of cognitive agents nl=2,3,...20, consider-

ing a high number of reactive agents n=15000. In both cases,

the figure suggests that values for alternative 2 are around

three times the values for alternative 3.

The alternative 3 is able to simulate a high number of

reactive and cognitive agents in a finite and short time.

Although the total simulation time increases when the num-

ber of reactive agents grows, for n=30000 reactive agents,

the simulation time does not exceed 40 minutes. Also, the

alternative 3 is suitable to simulate several cognitive agents in

large simulations, considering n=15000 social agents. Total

simulation time does not exceed 30 minutes when nl=20

cognitive agents are considered. Numbers of cognitive agents

greater than nl=20 was not explored because the number of

cognitive agents in several real scenarios like Ubik or Cardinea

does not reach this value. However, there is no doubt about

the capability of this alternative to support greater values in a

society with n=15000 reactive agents. Exploration of more

complex BDI cognitive agents might be interesting in real

scenarios.

Time performing cognitive processes does not represent

more than 1,35% of the total simulation time in any case.
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Fig. 6. Number of cognitive processes, for the two alternatives 2 and 3,
considering (a) several numbers n of reactive agents and nl=8 cognitive ones,
and (b) several numbers nl of cognitive agents and n=15000 reactive ones.
(Data presented for alternative 2 are estimated, because this alternative does
not support several thousands of reactive agents. ).

V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE

Taking into account the evidences presented in the previous

section, several recommendations could be suggested:

1) For typical scenario A (see table II) the use of a

standalone social platform like MASON (see the table I) could

be the best choice. Hybrid approaches offered by alternatives

2 and 3 also exhibit suitable performances when cognitive

requirements of agents are low.

2) The alternative 2 is not suitable for the typical scenarios

A and B (see table II) where execution of one reasoning

cycle per each timestep is not required. When simulation

is controlled by Jason environment (like the alternative 2),

all cognitive agents perform one reasoning cycle per each

timestep. According to [15], this alternative is able to simulate

appropriate numbers of cognitive agents (up to nl=10) into

social simulation, considering up n=2500 reactive agents.

However, this is not a desired time for several real scenarios.

3) Alternative 2 consumes a lot of time (in order to guar-

antee communications between agents), the major portion of

this time is devoted to reasoning or managing life-cycle of the

agents, but not to provide communicative capabilities. Most

of the cognitive processing time is spent on other mechanisms

like life- and reasoning-cycle, or any other functionalities or

services of the underlying architecture of the platform or the

Jason simulation framework.

4) The alternative 2 does not support a high number of

reactive agents where a few number of them perform cognitive
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processes (even with a very simple BDI logic description).

For instance, using this alternative n=15000 reactive agents

can not be simulated. But, supposing that would be possible,

alternative 2 would perform around three times the cognitive

processes performed by alternative 3, for all explored config-

urations.

5) The alternative 3 is suitable to integrate social and

cognitive capabilities for agents in the typical scenario B (see

table II). It is able to simulate a high number of reactive

and cognitive agents in a finite and short time, according to

the requirements of the typical scenario C. The portion of

the simulation time performing cognitive processes is very

small, for all explored configurations where the numbers of

reactive and cognitive agents are increased. The time devoted

to communicate agents is depreciable in this alternative, be-

cause a simple and (time and memory) low-cost mechanism

is implemented to communicate agents.

6) Using the alternative 3, small simulation times are

obtained since any messages transporting system of underlying

agents platform supported by Jason is not used. The character-

istics of the messages transporting mechanism, its efficiency,

and how it influences the efficiency of the total simulation

depend on the requirements of the scenario.

7) This way, incorporating cognitive behaviour in social

simulations from the integration of Jason and Mason could

not be suitable for typical scenario C, where (1) the frequency

of performing cognitive processing and (2) the communicative

requirements could be high.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The suitability of several platforms for simulating the

most relevant cognitive abilities of the agents in MABSS

is examined in this paper. For that, we consider different

types of approaches (social, cognitive and hybrids ones). The

performance of two hybrid approaches, combining MASON

and Jason, are deeply evaluated taking into account the Car-

dinea scenario, a middle-complexity scenario where agents

perform low-frequently cognitive processing and relatively

simple communicative acts. Evidences obtained for Cardinea

scenario are used to offer several recommendations for use of

the hybrid approaches for other types of scenarios. Three types

of scenarios with different cognitive requirements are explored

in this paper. The best hybrid approach for Cardinea could not

be suitable for other scenarios with different cognitive and

communicative requirements. This way, a deep evaluation of

this approach for more complex agents is required.
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